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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Pericarp pigmentation and the maize PI gene 
The structure of the maize kernel 
The mature maize kernel consists of pericarp, endosperm, and embryo (Figure 1). Like 
other plants, maize kernel development starts from double fertilization. Two genetically 
identical sperm cells are introduced into the embryo sac through pollen tube. One of them 
fuses with the egg cell to form a zygote; the other fiises with the central cell that contains two 
polar nuclei that are also genetically identical, resulting in a triploid cell. The fertilized egg 
later develops into the embryo, the fertilized central cell develops into the nutritive 
endosperm, and the outer layer of endosperm later differentiate into aleurone. The protective 
tissue enclosing embryo and endosperm in the maize kernel is the pericarp, that is derived 
from the ovary wall (KIESSELBACH 1999). 
The chromosomal content of each kernel tissue can be deduced from the processes of 
fertilization and kernel development. Endosperm originates from the fusion of a poUen cell 
(in) and a central cell (2n), so it is composed of 3n tissues with 2 chromosome sets from the 
female parent and one chromosome set from the male parent (pollen). The embryo originates 
from the fusion of a pollen cell (In) and an egg (In), so it is a 2n tissue with one chromosome 
set from each parent. In contrast, the pericarp is derived from the ovary wall; it is a 2n tissue 
genetically identical to maternal plant (KIESSELBACH 1999). Thus the pericarp may have a 





Many genes that are expressed in the kernel are not essential for the viability of the 
plant. The genes involved in phlobaphene pigmentation are a good example, as the viability of 
the null mutants of these genes is normal. Phenotypic changes that are visible in the kernel are 
generally heritable, because embryo, endosperm, and pericarp are related by cell lineage. 
Thus, the maize kernel is a very good tissue for fundamental genetic research. 
The biocheinical pathw^ay of phlobaphene pigmentation 
Phlobaphene and anthocyanin are two major classes of pigments in maize. Anthocyanin 
pigment can be found in almost all maize tissues, while phlobaphene pigmentation is normally 
observed only in some maize floral tissues, including pericarp, cob glume, silk, and husk. The 
biosynthetic pathways of both pigments share three common steps (Figure 2): 1) synthesis of 
chalcone from 4-couraaroyl-CoA and 3-raalonyl-CoA, 2) conversion of chalcone to flavanone, 
and 3) reduction of the C ring of flavanone (or dihydroflavonol). These three steps are 
catalyzed by chalcone synthetase, chalcone-flavanon isomerase, and NADPH-dependent 
reductase, respectively (STYLES and CESKA 1989). The reduction of flavanone generates flavan-
4-ol that can be converted to phlobaphene by polymerization (STYLES and CESKA 1975). 
The PI gene is required for phlobaphene synthesis. It encodes a transcription factor that 
shares high (-70%) homology to animal myb proteins (GROTEWOLD et al 1991). This 
transcription activator regulates the expression of the Ai, C2, and Chi genes (GROTEWOLD et 
al. 1994). Al, C2, and Chi encode NADPH-dependent reductase, chalcone synthetase, and 
chalcone-flavanone isomerase, respectively (WENAND et al. 1986, GRo-NSWOLD and PETERSON 
1994, SCHWARZ-SOMMER et al. 1987). Thus, loss of PI gene function would eliminate the 
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Figure 2. Biosynthetic pathway for flavonoids in maize 
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expression of Ai, C2, Chi, and thereby prevents the phlobaphene pigmentation in maize floral 
tissues (ATHMA and PETERSON, 1991). 
The maize PI gene 
The PI gene controls the phlobaphene pigmentation of maize floral tissues, including 
pericarp and cob glume. Alleles of the PI gene are conventionally assigned a two-letter suffix 
to indicate their expression pattern in pericarp and cob. The common PI alleles are listed in 
table 1 (ANDERSON 1924, STYLES and CESKA 1989). 
Table 1. The phenotypes of the common PI alleles 
Genotype 
Phenotype 
Pericarp Cob glume 
Pl-rr red red 
Pl-w variegated variegated 
PI -ovov orange variegated orange variegated 
PI-WW white (colorless) white (colorless) 
Pl-wr white (colorless) red 
The Pl-rr allele and its derivatives are well characterized at both the genetic and 
molecular levels (ANDERSON 1924, EMERSON 1917, GREENBLATT and BRINK 1962, LECHELT etal. 
1989, ATHMA et al. 1992). The Pl-rr gene was cloned by Ac transposon tagging. The Pl-rr 
allele has a complex structure, as its ~7 kb coding sequence is flanked by two 5.2 kb direct 
repeats (LECHELT et al. 1989) (Figure 3). The upstream 5.2 kb direct repeat contains cis 
-elements that regulate Pl-rr expression (SIDORENKO et al. 1999). Differential splicing 
1 kb 
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Figure 3. The structure of the Pl-rr allele. The black boxes are the exons of the Pl-rr iallele. The hatched boxes indicate the 5.2 
kb repeats flanking the fi-rr coding region. The gray box that overlaps with the 3' hatched box is fragment 15. The other gray 
boxes within or outside of the hatched boxes are fragment 15 homologous sequences. S = Sail, S* = methylated Sail, H = 
Hindlll 
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generates two transcripts: an 1802 nt transcript encodes the PI gene regulatory function, 
while the function of the 945 nt transcript is unknown. Comparison of the 1802 nt cDNA 
sequence and genomic sequence of Pl-rr revealed that PI-rr contains three exons and two 
introns; the 4.6 kb intron 2 is the biggest intron yet identified in plants (GROTEWOLD et al. 
1991). 
The standard Pl-w allele isolated by Emerson contains an Ac element inserted in the 
intron 2 of Pl-rr (EMERSON 1917, LECHELT et al. 1989). Ac insertion prevents Pl-rr function, 
resulting in a colorless pericarp and colorless cob phenotype; whereas Ac excision from Pl-w 
restores Pl-rr function, giving rise to the red pericarp and red cob phenotype. For Pl-w ear, 
the pericarp and cob tissues are a mosaic of red and colorless cells: the colorless cells retain 
Ac insertion in the PI locus, while in the red cells, the Ac element excised from the PI locus. 
Other PI alleles could be derived from Pl-w via Ac transposition, e.g., the revertant allele 
Pl-rr-4B2 is derived from Pl-w hy Ac excision. In another case, the allele Pl-ovov-1114 is 
derived from Pl-w by intragenic Ac transposition; i.e., Ac excised from its site of insertion in 
Pl-w, and reinserted 165 bp upstream in opposite orientation (PETERSON 1990). 
A number of different PI alleles with Ac elements inserted in Pl-rr have been isolated 
by ATOMA et al. (1992). For these PI alleles, if the Ac element inserted in one of the introns 
and has the same transcription orientation as that of the Pl-rr allele, it generally specifies 
variegated pericarp {Pl-w phenotype); if the Ac element inserted in one of the introns and has 
the opposite transcription orientation to that of the Pl-rr allele, it generally specifies orange 
variegated pericarp (Pl-ovov phenotype). For the Pl-w alleles, presumably the transcription 
terminator in the Ac element can efficiently terminate PI transcription, resultiag in production 
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of a chimeric PI/Ac message which lacks PI gene exon 3 sequences (LECHELT et al 1989). 
For the Pl-ovov alleles, presumably the PI gene can elongate through the entire Ac sequence, 
which can be subsequently the spliced out as intron sequence. In this case, an amount of 
fiinctional PI message sufficient to confer orange pericarp is produced. Ac insertion in any of 
the three exons severely inhibits PI expression, and thus generates very light variegated 
pericarp phenotype regardless of the Ac orientation. 
Alleles with Ac insertion in Pl-rr specify a variegated phenotype such as Pl-w and Pl-
ovov. Although many of these alleles condition a similar phenotype, they may have different 
gene structures (different Ac insertion sites and Ac orientation). The same holds true for 
alleles derived by excision of Ac because Ac excision generally leaves a small footprint (minor 
sequence change at the Ac insertion/excision site). Alleles derived by excision of Ac may 
condition red pericarp (Pl-rr), pale pericarp, or white pericarp (Pl-ww), even though their 
structures may be very different. To avoid confusion, alleles are designated by an origin 
number that is placed after the two-letter suffix of PI allele, i.e. in Pl-ovov-1114, 1114 is the 
origin number. Origin numbers are used to identify the potential structure difference between 
the PI alleles that have similar phenotype. In this way, alleles can be identified based on their 
independent origins, and alleles conferring similar phenotype can be distinguished from one 
another. 
Transposition of the Ac element in PI allele (Pl-w or Pl-ovov) can induce homologous 
recombination between the 5.2 kb direct repeats flanking the PI gene (ATHMA and PETERSON 
1991; XIAO and PETERSON, in preparation) (Figure 3). The recombination event removes the 
whole PI coding region, resulting in loss of PI gene function. This transposon-induced 
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homologous recombination can explain the mutilple-kemel colorless pericarp sectors observed 
in the Pl-w and Pl-ovov ears. Products of this recombination reaction are stable Pl-ww 
alleles specifying colorless pericarp and colorless cob. The structure of the Pl-wr allele is 
much more complex than that of Pl-rr, it contains 6 tandem repeats, each repeat has 
essentially the same sequence as in Pi-rr except the few hundreds basepair 3' coding region 
(CHOPRA et al. 1996; CHOPRA et al. 1998). It is unknown whether or not all the repeats are 
active in contributing to the cob phlobaphene pigmentation. For most of the PI alleles, the 
colored phenotype is dominant to the colorless phenotype. 
Ac/Ds family 
The discovery of transposable elements 
Transposable elements were described in maize in the late 1940s by McClintock. The 
transposable element activity was observed by studying the variegation in endosperm 
phenotypes. In one case, the variegated phenotype was associated with marker loss in the 
short arm of chromosome 9. Cytogenetic analysis showed that the genetic marker loss was 
correlated with chromosomal fragment loss resulting from chromosome breakage. The 
chromosome break always initiated at a particular position in chromosome 9, and this site was 
designated ih.e Dissociation {Ds) locus (MCCLINTOCK 1947). TheDs locus alone could not 
cause chromosome breakage, but it required the presence of another locus, Activator (Ac), in 
the genome. Subsequently, it was found that both Ds and Ac can change their position in the 
genome, and the transposition of either Ac or Ds could cause mutations. Transposition of Ds 
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is dependent on the presence of Ac, while Ac transposition does not require any other special 
trans factors (MCCLINTOCK 1948). In the following decades, McClintock and others identified 
a number of other element that can change their positions in the genomes of maize and other 
organisms. Because their unique mobility, they are termed transposable elements. 
The structures of Ac and Ds elements 
Several Ac elements were cloned from different loci in maize. It was found that they 
have identical or very similar structures. The Ac element isolated from wcc9 is 4565 bp in 
length and has 11 bp imperfect terminal inverted repeat (TIR, base 1 and base 4565 are 
exceptions) (POHLMAN ER a/. 1984a, 1984b, MULLER-NEUMANN etal 1984). 
Compared to Ac, the structures of Ds elements are much more heterogeneous. Some Ds 
elements are derived from Ac by internal deletion, while others contain internal rearranged Ac-
homologous sequence and sequences unrelated to Ac (DORING and STARLINGER 1986, FEDOROFF 
1989, VARAGONA and WESSLBR 1990). Yet another type of Ds {Dsl) shares only 40 bp 
sequence homology to the Ac termini. Dsl is 400 bp in length, its internal sequence is 
unrelated to Ac. Unlike the other Ds elements, Dsl can be mobilized by Ubiquitous element 
(SUTTON ef a/. 1984, GERLACH etal. 1987, PISABARJRO a/. 1991, CALDWELL and PETERSON 
1992). The first transposable element described by MCCLINTOCK that causes chromosome 
breakage actually is a double Ds, one Ds element inserted into another copy of Ds in the 
opposite orientation. 
11 
The ds-element required tor Ac/Ds transposition 
Ac has imperfect 11 bp TIR, while most Ds elements have perfect 11 bp TIR, thus the 
sequence change of the last base of Ac/Ds from A to G does not affect Ac/Ds transposition 
(KUNZE 1996). However, mutation of the last base from A to C dramatically decreases Ac 
ttansposition frequency (ATHMA and PETERSON, unpublished resuUs), and deletion of the first 5 
or the last 4 bases immobilizes the Ac element (HEHL and BAKER 1989, Healy et al. 1993). So 
the TIR sequence is important for Ac/Ds transposition. 
Although the TIR is essential for Ac/Ds transposition, it was shown that the sub-
terminal sequences are also required fox Ac/Ds transposition. By deletion of various portion of 
the Ds sub-terminal sequence, it was found that the 5' 238 bp sequence and the 3' 209 bp 
sequence are required for efficient Ds transposition. Further deletions dramatically decrease 
£>5 transposition frequency (CouPLAND etal. 1989). 
DNA replication and Ac/Ds transposition 
As mentioned previously, Pl-w conditions variegated pericarp due to insertion of Ac in 
the Pl-rr gene. However, the Pl-w ear is not homogeneously variegated, but often contains 
twinned sectors composed of light variegated pericarp (smaller and less frequent red stripe in 
pericarp) adjacent to red pericarp. Genetic analysis revealed that the light component of the 
twinned sector always contains two copies of Ac elements in the genome: one in the PI locus, 
and the other (termed trAc) located elsewhere. In contrast, the red component contains either 
one Ac (in type I twin) or no Ac at all (in type II twin). For type I twin, genetic and molecular 
analyses have shown that the Ac in the red sector and the trAc in the light sector are in the 
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same position in the genome (GREENBLATT and BRINK 1962; CHEN et al. 1992). 
The formation of the twinned sector could be explained as following (for details, see 
Figure 4): Ac transposition follows DNA replication, but only one of the replicated Ac 
elements is competent for transposition. The excised Ac could reinsert in either a replicated or 
unreplicated region. Insertion of the excised Ac into a replicated region of the sister chromatid 
with Pl-w will lead to the formation of a type n twin (Figure 4B). Insertion of the excised Ac 
into a unreplicated region wiQ lead to the formation of a type I twin (Figure 4C). It has been 
proposed that all the Ac transposition events lead to the formation of incipient twinned 
sectors. Although untwinned red sectors and untwinned light variegated sectors can be 
observed, it has been proposed that apparently the untwiimed sectors are in fact twinned with 
a sector which lies in a non-visible portion of the cob (GREENBLATT et al. 1985). If that is true, 
then the frequency of untwinned red sectors should equal to the frequency of the untwinned 
light sectors because either sector has an equal chance to be in the invisible portion. 
Supporting this model, the numbers of the observed untwinned red sector and untwinned light 
sector are roughly equal (GREENBLATT 1974). However, I believe the above conclusion to be in 
error for the following reason: The frequency of Ac reinsertion into genetically unlinked sites 
after excising from Pl-w is 39% (FEDOROFF 1989). Insertion at an unlinked site should leads to 
random segregation of the trAc and Pl-w, resulting in an excess of untwinned red sectors 
relative to untwinned light sectors. It is hard to imagine that trAc always segregates with the 
Pl-w chromatid no matter whether it is linked to the PI locus or not. 
Three conclusions were made from the above genetic study: First, Ac transposes by a 
cut-and-paste mechanism. The element excises from the original position (donor site) and 
Figure 4. The relationship of DNA replication, Ac transposition, and twinned sectors. A. After 
being replicated, only one Ac copy is competent to transpose. Ac transposes shortly after 
DNA replication into B. target site 1, Ac transposition in this case creates two sister 
chromatids that are different from their progenitor PJ-w (specifying medium variegated 
pericarp): one chromatid contains F/-w plus trAc (specifying light variegated pericarp 
because of the Ac negative dosage effect); while the other contains Pl-rr (specifying red 
pericarp) (type II twin). C. into target site 2. The results of Ac transposition in this case are 
similar to B except that the chromatid with Pl-rr contains a trAc (type I twin). D. into target 
site 3. Ac transposition in this case creates two sister chromatids: one is the same as the 
progenitor, while the other carries Pl-rr, so only an untwinned red sector can be seen. 





reintegrates in a new position, the donor site does not retain the Ac/Ds copy after 
transposition. Second, Ac transposes shortly after the Ac-containing region is replicated, and 
only one replicated Ac is competent for transposition; the excised Ac could reinserted in either 
a replicated region or an unreplicated region. Third, Ac tends to transpose locally, i.e., the 
excised Ac element has more chance to reinsert into a linked site. Molecular studies have 
confirmed that DNA replication is required for Ac/Ds transposition by transient assay. In 
maize protoplast transfected with constructs containing Ds, the Ds element could transpose 
only when the construct contained a functional viral DNA replication origin (WIRTZ et al. 
1997). 
Footprint and target site duplication 
Like other transposons, Ac/Ds elements generate target site duplications upon insertion 
that subsequently flank the transposon. The length of the Ac/Ds target site duplication is 8 bp. 
It was proposed that Ac transposase makes 8 bp staggered nicks at the target site, and the two 
termini of the excised transposon link to the 8 bp overhangs. Subsequently, DNA repair fills 
the gaps and thereby generates 8 bp target site duplication (PEACOCK et al. 1984, SAEDLER and 
NEVERS 1985). 
Ac/Ds elements transpose through a cut and paste mechanism. Ac/Ds excision generally 
is not precise; the excision site nearly always contains some minor sequence changes termed a 
footprint. The sequence change in the footprint is not random. It was shown that each specific 
insertion site generates different patterns of footprint, and the 39 bp 5' and 18 bp 3'Ac/Ds 
flanking sequences affect the formation of the footprint (Scorr et al. 1996, RINEHART et al. 
16 
1997). Recently, WEIL and KUNZE showed that Ac/Ds system can function in yeast. Many of 
the footprints in yeast contain short deletion or inverted repeats (personal communication), 
which are very similar to those produced by tamS and the ragl, rag 2 system responsible for 
immunoglobulin gene rearrangement (COEN et al. 1986, HIOM et al. 1998, AGRAWAL et al. 
1998, HAGMANN 1997, VAN GENT etal. 1996). 
Ac encodes Ac transposase 
Ac produces a 3.5 kb transcript that contains a long GC-rich leader sequence and 2421 
bp ORF. The 807 amino acid polypeptide encoded by the ORF is thought to be the 
transposase which is essential for transposition of both Ac/Ds elements (KUNZE et al. 1987, 
KUNZE and STARLINGER 1989). In heterologous plant systems, the Ac cDNA is necessary and 
sufficient for transposition oiDs, thus confirms that the Ac cDNA encodes the transposase 
(SWINBURNE et al. 1992, SCOFEILD et al. 1992, ROMMENS 1992). 
Negative dosage effect 
The light variegated sector on the Pl-w ear contains two copies of Ac. The frequency 
and size of red stripe in the sector is much less than that in standard Pl-w that contains only 
one Ac (BRINK and NILAN 1952, GREENBLATT and BRINK 1962, CHEN et al. 1987, 1992). The 
homozygous Pl-w ear also has less frequent and smaller red stripes compared to 
heterozygous Pl-w. It seems that increasing Ac copy number tends to delay the timing of 
Ac/Ds transposition. This phenomenon is termed the Ac negative dosage effect. The negative 
dosage effect is also observed in other maize loci containing Ac insertions (MCCLINTOCK 
17 
1948). 
The mechanisms underlying the negative dosage effect is largely unknown. It was 
observed that increasing Ac copy number increases the Ac transcription level and protein 
expression level (KUNZE et al. 1987; FUPWINKLE et al. 1991), so the regulation of the negative 
dosage effect must be a post-translational process. It was also observed that increasing Ac 
copy number increases the frequency of Ac transposase aggregates (HEILEIN et al. 1994). If 
soluble transposase is active for transposition while transposase aggregates are inactive, then 
increasing Ac copy may decrease the concentration of soluble (active) transposase, and thus 
leads to the negative dosage effect. 
Ac/Ds transposition and genome reorganization 
Ds elements and chromosome breakage 
According to their response to Ac, Ds elements can be divided into two classes: state I 
Ds elements cause a high frequency of chromosome breakage and a low frequency of 
reversion, whereas state n Ds elements give little or no chromosome breakage and a high 
frequency of reversion (MCCLINTOCK 1949). Molecular analysis shows that a state I £>5 is 
actually composed of two state n Ds elements, with one copy of state II Ds inserted into 
another identical copy in the opposite orientation (COURAGE-TEBBE et al. 1983, DORING and 
STARLINGER 1984, DORING et al. 1989, WECK et al 1984, DORING et al. 1984). This so-called 
double Ds element is not the only configuration that could induce chromosome breakage. It 
was found that pair of tightly linked state n Ds elements, or a terminally deleted Ac and 
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adjacent intact Ac, also cause a high frequency of chromosome breakage (WEIL and WESSLER, 
1993, RALSTON et al. 1989, DOONER and BELACHEW, 1991). ENGLISH et al. dissected the double 
Ds element, and found that a 5' Ac end and a 3' Ac end in direct orientation are sufficient to 
cause chromosome breakage in transgenic tobacco (ENGLISH et al. 1993). 
Two very similar models were proposed by ENGLISH et al. and WEIL and WESSLER to 
explain the phenomenon of chromosome breakage (ENGLISH et al 1993, WSN. and WESSLER 
1993). In these models, the Ds ends located on different sister chromatids are recognized as 
substrates by Ac transposase. Attemped transposition of these Ds ends on sister chromatids 
leads to the formation of a chromatid bridge which breaks in the subsequent ceU division 
(Figure 5). Both ENGLISH et al. (1993) and WEE, and WESSLER (1993) identified chromatid 
bridge predicted by the breakage model. 
Chromosome breakage and chromosome rearrangement 
In the chromosome-breakage model, Ac transposase recognizes the Ds ends on sister 
chromatids as substrates. Hence the DNA molecules that contains these Ds ends can be 
considered as an aberrant transposon. Excision of this aberrant transposon creates a chromatid 
bridge. Insertion of the excised aberrant transposon into the bridge will generate chromosome 
rearrangements such as deletion and inverted duplication (Figure 5); otherwise, chromatid 
bridge will break at the upcoming mitosis. Thus, chromosome breakage and chromosome 
rearrangements are different outcomes of the aberrant transposition. Indeed, ENGLISH et al. 
(1993) isolated the predicted deletions and inverted duplications from several independent 
aberrant transposition events. Because the deletions and inverted duplications are derived 
Figure 5. Aberrant transposition and chromosome breakage. The red arrows indicate the 3' 
and 5' Ac termini in direct orientation. The hatched ovals indicate centromeres, and the other 
colored lines indicate chromosome segments. A. DNA replication produces two sister 
chromatids. Ac transposase (small ovals) recognizes the 5'Ac end (filled red arrow) and y Ac 
(open red arrow) end on different sister chromatids as substrates. B. Transposase cuts at the 
Ac ends to generate two chromatid fragments with Ac ends (aberrant transposon). The two 
chromatid ends proximal to the excised Ac 3' and 5' ends are ligated together, forming a 
chromatid bridge. C. The aberrant transposon could reinsert anywhere in the genome. If the 
transposon does not integrate into the chromatid bridge, the bridge will break in the upcoming 
mitosis; otherwise, insertion of the transposon into the bridge generates reciprocal deletion 
and inverted duplication chromatids which will segregate to the daughter cells at the next 
mitosis. 
Note: The map is modified from English et al. (1993) and Weil and Wessler (1993). 
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from independent events, they are unable to identify the target site duplication predicted as a 
consequence of transposon insertion (ENGLISH et al. 1995). 
The sh-m5933 allele and aberrant transposition 
The sh-m5933 allele isolated by McClintock contains complex chromosome 
rearrangements; this is one of the few chromosome rearrangement mutants that have received 
extensive molecular analysis (COURAGE-TEBBE et al. 1983, BURR and BURR 1982, DORING et al. 
1989). The structure of sh-m5933 is very complex: it contains 2 copies of "one and a half' 
Ds, and one copy of double Ds. It also contains inverted duplications of the 5' end of the 
shrunkenl gene and adjacent sequences (Figure 6). The proximal copy of "one and a half' Ds, 
the double Ds, and the sequence in between can be excised as a composite Ds element. 
Excision of this composite Ds element restores sh function. Most revertants still retain the 
ability to break chromosome; this property is probably due to the remaining distal "one and a 
half' Ds element, because the chromosome breakage frequency dramatically decreases after 
excision of theZ)^ element in the distal "one and half' Ds element (COURAGE-TEBBE et al. 1983, 
DORING et al. 1989). 
The sh-m5933 allele is derived from a wild type shrunken allele with a double Ds distal 
to the sh locus. It has been proposed that sh-m5933 was generated by an aberrant 
transposition event similar to the above model (FEDROFF 1989, DORING et al. 1984). If the sh-
m5933 was generated by aberrant transposition, the target site for transposon insertion was 
probably located in the wild type shrunken allele; insertion of aberrant transposon destroyed 
the shrunken gene function and gave rise to the shrunken kernel phenotype. But the structure 
of sh-m5933 is far more complex than the above models could explain, so other process must 
22 
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Figure 6. The structure of the sh-m5933 allele (lower portion) and its progenitor allele 
(upper portion). The red arrows indicate Ds elements, with the filled arrowheads and the 
open arrowheads indicating the 5' Ds and 3' Ds ends, respectively. The region between 
the double Ds and the proximal "one and a half is a 30 kb insertion sequence. The 
thick black lines in the 30 kb insertion are inverted duplications. Another copy of this 
sequenceis located adjacent to the distal 1.5 Z)s element. The hatched 2=> shapes 
indicate sh sequences. The vertical yellow line in the progenitor allele is an 8 bp sequence 
in intron 7 of the sh locus, the same 8 bp sequences are repeated at three sites in the 
sh-m5933 allele. The small black circles indicate the centromere of maize chromosome 9. 
The sh coding region in sh-m5933 is disrupted by the double Ds, the "one and half' Ds, 
and the 30 kb insertion. The 5' portion of the sh allele and its adjacent sequences are 
repeated in the distal location, but their orientation relative to the original sh locus is not 
certain. 
Notes: 1. The map is modified from Doring et al (1989) and Fedoroff (1989). 2. The 
map is not to scale. 
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be involved in the formation of the sh-m5933 allele. Based on the research in this dissertation, 
a molecular model to explain the generation of sh-m5933 will be presented in Chapter 4 of 
this thesis. 
Ac/Ds transposition and chromosome rearrangements other than deletion and Inverted 
duplication 
In addition to the the deletion and inverted duplication described above, MCCLINTOCK 
observed that Ds can generate reciprocal translocations, inversions, and direct duplication 
(MCCUNTOCK 1953a, 1953b, 1978). These chromosome rearrangements are dependent on the 
presence of Ac, implying transposition is involved in their generation. However, normal 
(state n) transposition only changes the position of Ds in the genome, and would not in Itself 
lead to large-scale chromosome rearrangements. Hence the aberrant transposition and/or 
other events must participate in producing chromosome rearrangements. Since most of these 
chromosome rearrangements have not been analyzed at the molecular level, it is not clear how 
transposition was involved in their generation. The result presented in this thesis may help to 
elucidate the responsible mechanism. 
Dissertation organization 
The thesis contains 4 chapters: general introduction (Chapter 1), two research papers 
(Chapter 2 and Chapter 3), and general summary (Chapter 4). The general introduction 
provides some background for my Ph. D. thesis project. In the iSrst paper, a non-linear 
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transposition (NLT) model was proposed to explain the complex chromosome rearrangements 
identified in a maize PI gene allele, and molecular evidence to prove the non-linear 
transposition model is presented. The second paper describes the molecular analysis of a series 
of NLT-generated deletions. These deletions provide new information on the genes nearby 
the PI locus and establishes the general utility of the NLT mechanism for deletion mapping in 
plants. Chapter 4 contains general summary of the research data in chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 
4 also presents a modified NLT model to explain the mysterious chromosome rearrangements 
in the sh-m5933 allele. 
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CHAPTER 2 GENOME REARRANGEMENTS BY NON-LINEAR 
TRANSPOSONS IN MAIZE 
A paper accepted by Genetics 
Jianbo Zhang and Thomas Peterson 
ABSTRACT 
Transposable elements have long been considered as potential agents of large-scale 
genome reorganization by virtue of their ability to induce chromosomal rearrangements such 
as deletions, duplications, inversions, and reciprocal translocations. Previous researchers have 
shown that particular configurations of transposon termini can induce chromosome 
rearrangements at high frequencies. Here, we have analyzed chromosomal rearrangements 
derived from an unstable allele of the maize PI (pericarp color) gene. The progenitor allele 
contains both a full-length Ac {Activator) transposable element and a Ac terminal fragment 
termed j54c (fractured Ac) inserted in the second intron of the Pl-rr gene. Two rearranged 
alleles were derived from a classical maize ear twinned sector, and were found to contain a 
large inverted duplication and a corresponding deficiency. The sequences at the junctions of 
the rearrangement breakpoints indicate that the duplication and deletion structures were 
produced by a single transposition event involving Ac and/Ac termini located on sister 
chromatids. Because the transposition process we describe involves transposon ends located 
on different DNA molecules, it is termed non-linear transposition (NLT). Non-linear 
transposition can rapidly break and rejoin chromosomes, and thus could have played an 
important role in generating structural heterogeneity during genome evolution. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Transposition is essentially a biochemical reaction. The enzyme that catalyzes the 
reaction is transposase, and the substrates of transposase are the 5' and 3' termini of the 
transposon. Theoretically, non-contiguous 5' and 3' transposon termini could serve as 
transposase substrates, and transposition could involve transposon termini located on different 
chromosomes. Such transposition events involving dispersed transposon ends could lead to 
major chromosomal rearrangements, whereas ordinary transposition of a contiguous element 
changes only the location of the transposon in the genome. However, genomes containing 
multiple copies of related transposons are generally quite stable; this suggests that 
transposition involving non-contiguous transposon termini is rare. It has been estimated, 
based on genomic Southern blot hybridizations, that the maize genome contains 
approximately 30 to 50 copies of Ac/Ds-]ike transposons (FEDOROFF et ai, 1983). However, it 
is unclear how many of these copies are transposition competent, as a certain proportion may 
be immobile fragments (KUNZE 1996) or inactivated by epigenetic modifications associated 
with DNA hypermethylation (LEU et al. 1992). In the case of maize Ac/Ds elements, the 
ability of dispersed transposons to participate in transposition reactions may be further 
restricted by differences in the timing of replication of individual transposon ends (WIRTZ et al. 
1997), and by the methylation state of the transposon ends (WANG and KUNZE, 1998). 
Transposition events resulting in chromosome breakage or other rearrangements can 
be detected by the use of appropriate genetic markers. In the early phases of transposon 
discovery, MCCLINTOCK observed that transposition of Ds {Dissociation) was occasionally 
accompanied by chromosomal rearrangements, such as deletions, duplications, inversions, and 
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reciprocal translocations. Because these rearrangements occurred only in the presence of Ac 
(Activator), it was believed that they were produced by AclDs transposition events 
(MCCUNTOCK 1953a, 1953b, 1978). Subsequently, transposon-related rearrangements were 
also observed in Antirrhinum and Drosophila (MARTIN and LISTER, 1989; LISHER et al, 1993; 
LIM and SIMMONS, 1994); in some cases, however, the rearrangements were attributed to 
recombination between dispersed copies of transposons (LIM and SIMMONS, 1994). 
Most of the chromosomal rearrangements isolated by MCCLINTOCK have not been 
studied at the molecular level, with the exception of the sh-m5933 allele. This allele contains 
a >30 kbp inverted duplication (BURR and BURR, 1982) flanked by "double Ds" elements (one 
Ds inserted into a second Ds in opposite orientation; COURAGE-TEBBE et al, 1983; DORING et 
al, 1989). FEDEROFF (1989) proposed that the inverted duplication in the sh-m5933 allele was 
generated by a transposition reaction involving Ds termini located on sister chromatids. Later, 
ENGLISH et al (1993) and WEIL and WESSLER (1993) proposed similar models to account for 
the phenomenon of £>.y-induced chromosome breakage. These models predict that 
transposition reactions involving Ds termini on sister chromatids should generate reciprocal 
deletions and duplications. Such rearrangements were indeed identified in transgenic tobacco 
(ENGLISH et al, 1995). However, in no single case have all rearrangement junctions been 
sequenced to identify the characteristic nucleotide sequence changes predicted to arise fi:om 
the transposition process. These include the so-called "footprint" at the site of transposon 
excision, and the target site duplication of host sequences at the site of transposon insertion. 
Here we report that non-contiguous transposon termini can serve as substrates for 
unusual transposition events and thereby generate major genome rearrangements. We 
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analyzed rearranged chromosomes derived from a classical maize twinned sector (GREENBLATT 
and BRINK 1962). One chromosome has a large (4.6 cM) deficiency, while the other 
chromosome carries the deleted segment as an inverted duplication. The rearrangement 
breakpoints contain the footprints and target site duplications typically generated by Ac 
transposition; these sequences prove that the rearranged chromosomes are the reciprocal 
products of a single non-linear transposition (NLT) event. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Genomic DNA extractions, Southern blot hybridization, and Genomic Cloning: Total 
genomic DNA was prepared using a modified CTAB extraction protocol (POREBSKI et ai, 
1997). Agarose gel electrophoresis and Southern hybridizations were performed according to 
SAMBROOK et al (1989), except hybridization bufifers contained 250mM NAHP04, pH7.2,1% 
SDS, and wash buffers contained 20mM NaHP04, pH7.2, 1% SDS. Genomic libraries were 
prepared using X Fix U vector and in vitro packaging reactions (Stratagene). Genomic 
fragments were subcloned in pBluescript (Stratagene). 
PGR amplifications: PGR amplifications were performed as described by SAIKI (1989) using 
the following oligonucleotide primers: Ac5, GGAATTCGTTTTTTACCTCGGGTrC; Ac6, 
GGAATTCTGCAACCCTTCCCCTCC; A13, ATTGTGGATCCGCCCCTG. Reactions 
were heated at 940C for 4 minutes; then cycled 35 times at 940C for 20 seconds, 60OC for 30 
seconds, and ll^C for 1 minute per 1 kb length of expected PCR product; then ll^C for 10 
minutes. The rearrangement junction containing the 5' Ac end in the P-ww-defl allele was 
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isolated by Ligation-Mediated PGR (PROD'HOM et al, 1998) as follows. Genomic DNA from 
plants of genotype P-ww-defl/P-wr was digested with SaH, ligated with Sail adaptor 
oligonucleotides (TCGCAGTTGATTGAAGGTAGTA and 
TGGATAGTAGCTTGAATGAA), and used as template in PGR amplification using primer 
Ac5 and Sail adaptor primer. A single band was obtained that matched the expected size. 
(Genomic Southern analysis indicated that the rearrangement breakpoint in P-ww-defl is 
located on a 1.9 kbp Sail firagment, visible in Figure 4B, lane 1. Because the 3' flanking Sail 
site is located 3.0 kbp 3' of the 4.6 kbp Ac element, the 5' flanking SaR site should be located 
approximately 0.3 kbp 5' of Ac in the P-ww-defl allele.) The band amplified by LM-PGR was 
purified fi-om an agarose gel and sequenced directly. 
RESULTS AND DISGUSSION 
Origin of a novel Pl-ww allele with a large inverted duplication: The PI gene 
regulates the synthesis of a red phlobaphene pigment in maize floral organs, including the 
pericarp (outermost layer of the kernel derived from the ovary wall) and the cob (GROTEWOLD 
et al., 1994). The two-letter suffix of PI indicates its expression in pericarp and cob; i.e., Pl-
rr specifies red pericarp and red cob, Pl-wr specifies white pericarp and red cob, and Pl-ww 
specifies white pericarp and white cob (ANDERSON, 1924). The standard Pl-w allele described 
by EMERSON (1917) conditions variegated pericarp and variegated cob. The Pl-w allele 
contains an Ac transposable element inserted in intron 2 of a Pl-rr gene (LECHELT et al. 1989). 
The Pl-w allele gave rise to the Pl-ovov-1114 allele (conditions orange-variegated pericarp 
and cob) by intragenic transposition of Ac (PETERSON 1990; ATHMA et al., 1992; numerals 
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placed after the two-letter sufiBx indicate the culture number of origin of each allele; alleles 
with the same phenotype but different culture numbers may have different gene structures.) 
The Pl-ovov-1114 allele in turn gave rise to P1-W-9D9A, which contains an Ac element, a 
112 bp rearranged PI gene fragment (rP), and a terminally-deleted Ac element termed 
(fractured Ac) inserted in intron 2 of Pl-rr (Figiu-e 1). The^c element in P1-W-9D9A 
contains the 2039 bp 3' portion of Ac; a similar^c element was described previously 
(RALSTON et al. 1989; DOONER and BELACHEW 1991). The intact Ac element can excise from 
P1-W-9D9A to give a revertant allele with the Pl-rr phenotype of red pericarp and red cob; 
this indicates that the rP dsidfAc insertions in Pl-rr intron 2 do not interfere with Pl-rr 
expression (J. ZHANG and T. PETERSON, unpublished). From a large multi-kernel white pericarp 
sector on a Pl-w-9D9AlPl-ww ear, we isolated a novel Pl-ww allele termed Pl-ww-12:27-3. 
Genomic Southern analysis (not shown), genomic cloning and DNA sequencing 
indicates that PI-ww-12:27-3 contains a very large (>30 kb) insertion in P1-W-9D9A at the 
junction of the 3' end oifAc and the 5' portion of the PI gene (hatched box in Figure 1). The 
insertion is an inverted duplication derived from the P1-W-9D9A sequence: from rP, it 
extends upstream through^c and beyond the 5' end of the PI gene. The sequences at the 
junctions of the AclfAc termini and the PI gene in P1-W-9D9A and Pl-\vw-12:27-3 are 
identical except for a 2 bp change in Pl-ww-12:27-3 at the junction of rP and the 5' portion of 
the PI gene (Figure 1). The sequence changes, A to T and C to G, are similar to a typical 
footprint created by Ac transposition (RINBHART etal. 1997), suggesting that the complex 
structure of Pl-ww-12:27-3 probably resulted from an unusual transposition event. 
Non-linear transposition: Based on its inverted duplication structure and putative 
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Ac transposition footprint, we propose that the Pl-ww-12:27-3 allele arose by non-linear 
transposition (NLT) (Figure 2; compare to models by WEIL and WESSLER 1993; ENGLISH et al. 
1993; GARY et al. 1996). The central feature of the model is that transposon termini located 
on different DNA molecules (sister chromatids are shown) can be utilized as transposase 
substrates. The resulting transposon (i.e., DNA internal to the Ac termini) is nonlinear and 
very large; in this case, comprising the terminal -70 cM of the short arm of maize 
chromosome 1 (Figure 2B). Upon excision, the sequences originally flanking th.& Ac/fAc 
termini join to form a chromatid bridge, and some minor sequence changes occur at the 
junction to create a typical transposon excision footprint (Figure 2B). Insertion of the 
nonlinear transposon at a target site in the chromatid bridge will generate two unequal 
chromatids: one containing an inverted duplication (Pl-ww-id), and the other with a 
corresponding deficiency (PJ-ww-def) (Figure 2C). Pl-ww-id contains a transposition 
footprint and a target site duplication (TSD), while PI-ww-def contains the other TSD. The 
inverted duplication structure of Pl-ww-12:27-3 and the position of the 2 bp sequence change 
(footprint) is exactly what would be predicted for a Pl-ww-id allele produced by the non­
linear transposition model (compare Figure 1 and Figure 2C). 
We did not detect, however, the Pl-ww-def zMit predicted as the reciprocal product 
of the NLT reaction, possibly because the cell clone containing the PI-ww-def sHeXt gave rise 
to the non-heritable internal portion of the cob (GREENBLATT 1985). Therefore, we initiated a 
search for the reciprocal products of a single non-linear transposition event. Such reciprocal 
products could be detected and recovered in maize due to the cell lineage relationship 
between kernel pericarp and embryo (GREENBLATT 1985). If non-linear transposition events 
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were to occur during ear development, the rearranged sister chromatids should segregate at 
mitosis into two daughter cells. Subsequent mitotic divisions of the daughter cells would 
generate a twinned sector, in which one twin carries the inverted duplication chromosome (P-
ww-id) and the other twin carries the corresponding deficiency (P-ww-def). Because both 
deletion and insertion would destroy PI gene function, both twinned alleles should specify 
colorless pericarp instead of the variegated pericarp specified by the progenitor allele Pl-w-
9D9A. Following meiosis, each kernel in the twinned sector has a 50% chance to carry either 
Pl-ww-id or Pl-ww-def 
To screen for the reciprocal products of a non-linear transposition event, we crossed 
Pl-w-9D9A/Pl-wr with Fl-wr, r-m3::Ds pollen. The r-m3::Ds is an Ac tester allele: Ac-
induced excision of Ds firom the r locus gives rise to purple anthocyanin pigment in aleurone 
cell clones (KERMICLE 1980). Among approximately 1500 ears screened, one ear had a large 
colorless pericarp sector in which the kernels within the sector were phenotypically twinned 
for anthocyanin pigmentation: one twin had kernels with large purple aleurone sectors, while 
the other twin had kernels with small purple aleurone sectors (Figure 3). Two alleles, Pl-ww-
def 1 and Pl-ww-idl, were recovered firom the twinned sector. Like Pl-ww-12:27-3, Pl-ww-
idl exhibits a dominant delay in the developmental timing of Ac-induced Ds excisions firom r-
m3::Ds as evidenced by small purple aleurone sectors. The relationship between the delayed 
timing of Ac-induced Ds excisions and the structures of Pl-mv-12:27-3 and Pl-ww-idl is 
under investigation. In contrast, Pl-ww-defl exhibits normal Ac-induced Ds excisions as 
evidenced by large purple aleurone sectors. Pl-ww-defl is transmitted at normal firequencies 
through both pollen and ovum, but no homozygous Pl-ww-defl plants could be obtained. 
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Molecular analysis of tAvinned alleles: As predicted by the NLT model, Southern blot 
analysis indicated that both a PI locus probe (fragment 15) and a Pi-linked probe (pl.5B22, 
3.5cM from PI locus) are deleted in Pl-ww-defl and duplicated in Pl-ww-idl (Figure 4). To 
test whether the Pl-ww-idl allele has an inverted duplication, we screened a genomic Pl-ww-
idl library with both a PI gene probe (probe 10') and an Ac probe (1.6 kb Ac internal HindYH 
fragment). Eight clones hybridizing with both probes were obtained, and these were grouped 
into two types: type I (5 clones) containand the 5' portion of the PI gene, whereas type 
n (3 clones) contain Ac,fAc and the 3' portion of the PI gene. No clones contained both 5' 
and 3' portions of the PI gene. This result is predicted by the non-linear transposition model 
because the large insertion in Pl-ww-idl separates the 5' and 3' portions of the PI gene. 
Southern blot and sequence analysis of the Pl-ww-idl clones indicate that Pl-ww-idl, like 
PI-WW-12:27-3, contains an inverted duplication that begins at rP and extends beyond the 5' 
end of the PI gene. However, the Pl-ww-idl duplication extends beyond the distal endpoint 
of the Pl-ww-12:27-3 duplication. 
We tested several additional predictions of the NLT model. The Pl-ww-idl allele 
should contain an Ac-type footprint at the junction of rP and the 5' portion of the PI gene 
(Figure 2C); such a footprint was identified by PCR as follows: In P1-W-9D9A, 
oligonucleotide primers A13 and Ac6 cannot produce a PCR product because the Ac6-
homologous sequence in^c has the same orientation as that of A13, and Ac6 in Ac is 5.2 kb 
from A13 in P1-W-9D9A (Figure 1). However, following non-linear transposition, Ac6 in the 
Pl-ww-id insertion lies opposite to A13, and the distance between them is 1.4 kb (Figure 1). 
PCR amplification produces the predicted product from Pl-ww-idl, but not from Pl-w-
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9D9A or Pl-ww-defllPl-wr (data not shown). Compared to the sequences of the Pl-w-
9D9A progenitor allele (Figure 5A and Figure 5B), the Pl-ww-idl allele contains a typical Ac 
-type footprint precisely at the junction of rP and the 5' portion of the PI gene (Figure 5C); 2 
basepairs are changed (A to T and C to G). 
Upon transposition, Ac elements generate an 8 bp target site duplication (TSD) of the 
host sequence at the insertion site. The NLT model predicts that an 8 bp TSD will likewise be 
formed at the transposon insertion site; however, because the NLT transposon consists of two 
sister chromatids, the TSD should be found at the rearrangement breakpoints of the 
chromosomes carrying the twinned alleles. In the Pl-ww-idl allele, the TSD should be 
adjacent to the^c; in the Pl-ww-defl allele, the complementary eight basepair sequence 
should be found adjacent to the Ac 5' end (Figure 2C). We subcloned and sequenced the 
DNA fragment containing the 3' end off Ac from Pl-ww-idl type 11 clones. The sequence of 
the suspected TSD adjacent to the 3' end off Ac is AGCGAGGC (Figure 5D). We cloned the 
DNA fragment containing the suspected TSD in Pl-ww-defl by modified hgation-mediated 
PGR (PROD'HOM et al. 1998). The sequence of the PGR product contains the expected TSD 
(GCCTCGCT, the complementary sequence of AGCGAGGC) at the junction of the Ac 5' end 
and the rearrangement breakpoint in Pl-ww-defl (Figure 5E). The presence of the identical 
TSD at the Ac 5' end in Pl-ww-defl and the/Ac 3' end in the Pl-ww-idl strongly supports the 
hypothesis that the rearrangements were generated by a single Ac transposition event. 
According to the non-linear transposition model, the endpoints of the rearrangements 
in Pl-ww-defl and Pl-ww-idl should be adjacent to each other in the progenitor allele Pl-w-
9D9A. We designed primers nearby each endpoint, and used this primer pair to PGR amplify 
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the genomic sequence from the P1-W-9D9A template. The size of the PGR product (240 bp) 
matched the size inferred from the primer positions (data not shown). The PGR product 
contains a single copy of the GCCTCGCT target site, and the sequences flanking 
GCCTCGGT are the same as those from the endpoints of Pl-ww-idl and Pl-ww-defl (Figure 
5F). These results show that the rearrangement breakpoints identified in the Pl-ww-defl and 
Pl-ww-idl alleles are derived from insertion of Ac transposon ends into the GCCTCGCT 
target site in the progenitor chromosome. 
T)a.tPl-ww-12:27-3 and Pl-ww-idl alleles both contain inverted duplications that 
begin at the rP in the P1-W-9D9A allele, and extend upstream beyond the 5' end of the PI 
gene. According to the NLT model, the duplications should end at the transposon insertion 
site located in the chromatid bridge (Figure 2B). Indeed, RFLP mapping shows that the 
endpoints of the inverted duplications in P7-vvw-72;27-5 (pl.5B22) and Pl-ww-idl (pJZPX) 
map 3.5 cM and 4.6 cM, respectively, proximal to the PI locus, in the order: PI 3' end, PI 5' 
end, pl.5B22, pJZPX, centromere (M. MCMULLEN and T. MUSKET, personal communication). 
Relative frequencies of normal and non-linear transposition: MCCLINTOCK (1949) 
described two alternative states of Ds elements: State I, which produces frequent 
chromosome breakage and rearrangement events, and State II, in which breakage events are 
rare, and reversions are frequent. MCCLINTOCK'S original chromosome-breaking State I Ds has 
since been associated with the compound double Ds, a structure in which one Ds element is 
inserted in reverse orientation into a second identical DI' copy (DORING et al, 1990; MARTINEZ 
-FFIREZ and DOONER, 1997). The inverse relationship between the frequencies of chromosome 
breakage vs. normal excision has also been observed in tobacco plants containing engineered 
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Ds constructs: double Ds elements promote chromosome breakage at high frequencies, but 
their rates of excision are much reduced compared to that of simple Ds elements. Thus, the 
presence of the double Ds configuration appears to inhibit simple excision of the individual Ds 
subunits (ENGLISH et al, 1993). The reason for this is unclear, but it has been proposed that 
directly repeated 3' and 5' Ds ends are preferred to ends in normal orientation as substrates of 
Ac transposase when they are present together in double Ds elements (ENGLISH et al, 1993). 
In the case of the P1-W-9D9A allele, simple excision of the intact Ac element is easily 
recognized by the occurrence of red revertant sectors and germinal Pl-rr revertants. The 
pattern of variegation (red stripes) given by the P1-W-9D9A allele is very similar to that of the 
standard Pl-w allele which contains a single Ac insertion in the Pl-rr gene. Thus, simple 
excision of Ac is not noticeably inhibited by a nearby fAc element in the P1-W-9D9A allele, 
even though this allele contains directly repeated 3' and 5' termini in the same configuration 
as the natural (DORING et al, 1990) and engineered (ENGLISH et al, 1993) double Ds elements. 
In contrast, non-linear transpositions of the Ac/fAc elements in P1-W-9D9A will 
fi-agment the PI gene and generate colorless pericarp sectors. Among 1500 ears carrying the 
P1-W-9D9A allele, we obtained 15 ears with large multi-kernel colorless pericarp sectors 
which gave rise to rearranged alleles characteristic of the non-linear transposition reaction (J. 
ZHANG, P. ZHANG, and T. PETERSON, unpublished). This is an underestimate of the actual 
firequency of NLT events, for several reasons: First, we selected for study only large, easily 
recognized multi-kernel sectors. Colorless sectors smaller than one kernel in size are difficult 
to distinguish fi:om the background of variegated pericarp which itself is a mosaic of red 
stripes on a colorless pericarp background. Moreover, some of the NLT events would be 
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predicted to be inviable and hence would not have been analyzed. Nevertheless, for the Pl-
W-9D9A allele, the non-linear transposition events appear to be much rarer than the frequency 
of simple Ac excision. Further research will be required to determine the parameters that 
influence the propensity of individual Ac/Dj termini to participate in normal or aberrant 
transposition reactions. 
Significance of NLT-induced rearrangements: There are a number of physical and 
genetic agents that can induce deletions in plants at random sites. In contrast, sister chromatid 
NLT has the unique property of producing deletions which extend from a single site in the 
genome (in this case the PI locus) to multiple flanking sites. The deletion endpoints will 
represent the insertion sites of the non-linear transposon; in the case of Ac-raediated 
transposition, these sites will likely be relatively close due to the tendency of Ac to transpose 
to nearby locations (GREENBLATT 1984). The resulting nested deletions can be used to rapidly 
map molecular markers in a relatively small genetic interval (J. ZHANG, P. ZHANG and T. 
PETERSON, unpublished results) a process that is difficult by standard meiotic mapping due to 
the limited resolution of most mapping populations. Generation of deletions by sister 
chromatid transposition could be extended to sites throughout the genome by transformation 
with transgene constructs containing Ac termini and a reporter gene whose loss is easily 
detected. Additionally, NLT events can generate duplications of varying sizes that may be 
useful for studies of the effects of gene dosage on expression levels (Quo et al. 1996). 
The NLT model predicts that insertion of a non-linear transposon into a target site on 
another chromosome would generate other chromosomal rearrangements including 
translocations, acentric fragments, and dicentric chromosomes. Thus, non-litiear transposition 
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could have contributed to the major genome rearrangements observed between related species 
(BENNETZENand FREELING 1993; BENNETZEN etal. 1998). Moreover, because chromosome 
rearrangements can often lead to semisterility among progeny heterozygous with the 
progenitor genotype, NLT could lead to reproductive isolation and thus be an important first 
step in speciation (LEWIS 1966). As we have shown here, NLT events generate characteristic 
chromosomal structures and sequences at the rearrangement junction. These molecular signs 
of NLT events may yet be recognizable in the genome sequences of closely related species. 
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HGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of structure of the progenitor P1-w-9D9A allele (upper) 
and the Pl-ww-12:27-3 allele. Green arrows indicate the 5' portion of the PI gene and its 
associated upstream sequence. Red lines v^^ith arrow(s) indicate Ac or fAc, and the open and 
filled arrows indicate the 3' and 5' ends, respectively, of Ac/fAc. The short black line between 
Ac and jAc in P1-W-9D9A indicates a 112 bp rearranged PI sequence (rP) that is duplicated 
in Pl-ww-12:27-3 (not to scale). The hatched box containing rP,^c and the 5' portion of the 
PI gene and its upstream sequence indicates the large insertion in PI-ww-12:27-3. The 
arrows below the DNA structure indicate the positions and orientation of PCR primers. The 
X at the junction of rP and the green arrow indicates the position of the 2 bp sequence change 
in Pl-ww-12:27-3. 
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Figure 2. Non-linear transposition model The two lines indicate sister chromatids joined at 
the centromere (oval). AH the symbols have the same meaning as in Figure 1. 
A. Ac transposase (small ovals) binds to the 5' terminus of Ac in one sister chromatid and the 
3' terminus oifAc in the other sister chromatid. 
B. Cuts are made at the Ac and^c termini. The two nontransposon ends join together to 
generate a chromatid bridge, and minor sequence changes occur at the junction to form the 
transposon footprint. 
C. The excised transposon termini insert at the target site (the junction between the black line 
and the green arrow) to generate one sister chromatid (Pl-ww-id) with an inverted duplication 
(green arrows), and a second sister chromatid with a corresponding deficiency (Pl-ww-def). 
The Pl-ww-id and Pi-ww-Je/sister chromatids will segregate to adjacent daughter cells at the 
subsequent mitotic division, forming a potential twinned sector. The small boxes labeled a to f 
indicate the rearrangement junction sequences shown in Figure 5, including footprint, target 
site, and target site duplication (TSD). Notes: in A and B, interactions between transposase 
molecules are not shown for clarity. In B, a fully-excised transposon is depicted, but the 
transposition reaction could proceed through sequential cut and ligation steps in which no free 
intermediate is formed. In B and C, the outcome of insertion of the excised transposon at a 
target site on the upper chromatid is depicted. Alternatively, insertion at a target site on the 
lower chromatid could occur; this would give the opposite orientation of^c and rP in Pl-
ww-id (not shown). 
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Figure 3. Ear with twinned sector produced from the cross: Pl-w-9D9A/Pl-wr X Pl-wr, r-
m3::Ds. Both sides of a single ear are shown. The left side has a sector of kernels (lower) 
with variegated pericarp and purple spotted aleurone containing the progenitor P1-W-9D9A 
allele. The right side has a sector of kernels (lower) with colorless pericarp and large purple 
aleurone spots, containing the Pl-ww-defl allele. Encompassing the entire upper portion of 
the ear is a large sector of kernels with colorless pericarp and tiny, barely visible purple 
aleurone spots; this sector contains the Pl-ww-idl allele. Genotypes were confirmed by 
molecular analysis as described in the text. The unequal sizes of the twinned Pl-ww-idl and 
Pl-ww-defl sectors is most likely an indirect result of the very early formation of the original 
twinned daughter cells. In general, larger twinned sectors tend to be more irregular and 
unequal in size than smaller twins, probably because twinned sectors that are formed early in 
development are more Ukely to be affected by differences in the subsequent growth and 
development of the daughter cell clones. As stated by GRBENBLATT (1985), irregularities can 
also result from ±e fact that pericarp twinned sectors are formed in the three-dimensional 
structure of the ear, whereas they are visible only at the surface of the ear. Kernels with 
colorless aleurone are of Pl-wr genotype and lack Ac due to meiotic segregation, hence the R 
gene required for aleurone pigmentation remains nonfunctional due to Ds insertion. 
Figure 4. Structural analysis of the twinned sector alleles. 
A. Restriction map of P1-W-9D9A. The backbone is Pl-rr, the solid boxes indicate exons, the 
numbered boxes indicate hybridization probes, and hatched boxes indicate sequences 
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homologous to probe 15. S=5a/I, S*=methylated Satt. site. Insertion of fractured Ac if Ac, 
smallest triangle), rP (small gray rectangle), and Ac (medium triangle) within intron 2 of Pl-rr 
gives rise to P1-W-9D9A; the 5' and 3' ends of AcifAc are indicated. 
B. Genomic DNA was digested with Sail and hybridized with probe 15. Lane 1, Pl-ww-
defllPl-wr; lane 2, PI-w-9D9A/Pl-wr, lane 3, Pl-ww-idllPl-wr. The 12.6 kb and 1 kb 
bands are derived from the Pl-wr allele (CHOPRA et al. 1996; CHOPRA et al. 1998), and the 1 kb 
band is a single copy sequence used as internal control for DNA loading. The similar intensity 
of the 1 kb band in lanes 1, 2, and 3 indicate that these lanes contain equivalent amounts of 
DNA. The location of the 3.0 and 1.2 kb bands is shown in panel A. In the Pl-ww-defllPl-
wr genotype (lane 1), the 3.0 kb band is missing, and the 1.2 kb band is less intense than in the 
progenitor P1-W-9D9AIPl-wr genotype (lane 2). In contrast, the same 1.2 kb and 3.0 kb 
bands are more intense in the Pl-ww-idllPl-wr genotype (lane 3). Lanes 1, 2 and 3 contain 
bands at 7.9 kb, 10 kb, and -12 kb, respectively. These bands arise firom cutting at the SalL 
site at the 3' boundary of probe fragment 15, and at Sail sites upstream of the Ac and/or fAc 
insertion in the Pl-ww-defl, P1-W-9D9A, and Pl-ww-idl alleles. The Sail site in fragment 
10' is shown for the P1-W-9D9A allele in panel A. This Sail site is removed by the 
rearrangements in the Pl-ww-defl and Pl-ww-idl alleles and replaced by other Sail sites 
which alter the sizes of the corresponding fragments. 
C. Genomic DNA was digested with the indicated enzymes, and hybridized with pl.5B22, a 
probe located 3.5 cM from the PI locus. The loading is the same as in panel B (same 
preparation and amount of DNA). The bands in Pl-ww-defllPl-wr genotype (lanes 1) are the 
weakest, and the bands in Pl-ww-idllPl-wr genotype (lanes 3) are the strongest. The signal 
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intensities reflect the copy number of the probe sequence: the Pl-wr haplotype contains one 
copy of the probe sequence, whereas Pl-ww-defl, P1-w-9D9A, and Pl-ww-idl contain 0,1, 
and 2 copies, respectively, of the probe sequence. 
Figure 5. Footprint and target site duplications of the Pl-ww-defl and Pl-ww-idl alleles 
created by nonlinear transposition. The sequences from panels A to F correspond to the 
sequences from boxes a to f in Figure 2; the color and orientation of the sequence letters 
match the color and orientation of lines in Figure 2. 
The footprint and target site duplication sequences are underlined. See text for further details. 
A. Junction of rP and Ac 5' terminus in P1-W-9D9A 
B. Junction of 5' portion of PI  gene and the 3' terminus o f f  Ac  in  P1-W-9D9A 
C. Junction of 5' portion of PI gene and rP in Pl-ww-idl containing 2 bp transposon 
footprint. 
D. Junction of inverted duplication ZDdfAc 3' end in Pl-ww-idl. 
E. Junction of deletion endpoint and Ac 5' end in Pl-ww-defl. 
F. Original target site sequence in P1-W-9D9A. 
I P1-VV-9D9A 
3' fAc 5' Ac 3' 
I P1-WW-12:27-3 
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CHAPTER 3. NESTED DELETIONS GENERATED BY NON­
LINEAR TRANSPOSITION IN MAIZE 
A paper to be submitted to Genetics 
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ABSTRACT 
Ten interstitial deletion mutants derived from a PI allele (P1-W-9D9A) were analyzed. 
All ten deletions start at the same point in the second intron of PI gene, but end at various 
sites up to >4.6 cM proximal to the PI gene. The structures of the deletions suggest that they 
were generated by non-linear transposition (NLT) events involving Ac termini located on 
sister chromatids. Genetic and molecular analysis of the deletion series provides several new 
insights into structure and function of genes in the immediately proximal vicinity of the PI 
locus. First, the P2 gene (a duplicate of PI) that is tightly linked to PI contributes to the silk 
browning phenotype and levels of silk maysin, a C-glycosyl flavanone that deters feeding by 
com earworm. Second, there appears to be an essential gene responsible for a zygotic lethal 
phenotype located upstream of the P2 locus. And, probe npi286 and the dekl locus that were 
previously thought to be proximal to PI are probably distal to the PI locus. We conclude that 
NLT events can efficiently generate interstitial deletions, and that the resulting nested 
deletions are potentially useful for dissection of local intergenic regions, and for rapid 
correlation of genetic and physical maps. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Deletions have been appreciated as very efficient tools for genetic mapping. In several 
classic studies, BENZER (1961, 1962) mapped the relative order and genetic positions of 
-2400 phage T4 rll mutants by crossing these mutants with seven overlapping deletions that 
span the rll region. Based on their ability to complement the deletion series, all the mutants 
were easily and unambiguously localized to one of the seven major deletion regions. Using 
smaller deletions in each major deletion region, BENZER more precisely mapped the relative 
order of the mutants. BENZER completed the mapping using 25,000 crosses. Whereas more 
than 2 million crosses would have been required to accomplish the task using traditional two 
or three-factor method. 
A similar approach was successfully used for the physical mapping of part of the 
drosophila X chromosome (SNYDER et al. 1985) and localization of the lettuce dm3 mutation 
(MEYERS et al. 1998). In addition to genetic mapping, deletion mutants are also very useful for 
mutation screening due to their pseudo-dominance phenotype. If using a deletion 
heterozygote as starting material to perform mutagenesis, any non-lethal recessive mutation 
located within the deletion region can be uncovered in the MO generation; whereas otherwise 
recessive mutations can be detected only in the Ml generation. 
The most widely-used treatment to induce deletions is gamma irradiation (CECCHINI et 
al. 1998, ANDERSON et al. 1996). However, high energy irradiation can also induce other 
undesirable chromosome rearrangements and point mutations, which can complicate the 
recovery and analysis of deletion mutants. In maize, the r-Xl allele can induce terminal 
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deletions, but the viability of large terminal deletions is poor. If gene of interest is far from the 
telomere, it will not be possible to recover a viable deletion large enough to include the gene. 
Recently, the cxdlox system was used to generate deletions in mouse, and deletions up 
to 3-4 cM were obtained (RAMIREZ-SOLIS et al. 1995, WAGNER et al. 1997, LI et al. 1996, ZEH 
et al. 1998). The cxdlox system has also been applied to plant species such as tobacco and 
Arabidopsis to generate deletions, inversions and reciprocal translocations (DALE and Ow 
1990, MEDBERRY a/. 1995, RUSSELL ef a/. 1992, BAYLEY a/. \992, Ovell et al. 1994, 
OSBORNE et al. 1995). Deletions were generated using cxdlox system as follows: Plants were 
transformed with a construct containing two lox sites: one lax site is located in the Ds element 
in the construct, the other is outside the Ds element. In the presence of Ac, the Ds element can 
transpose to a new site. If the lox site in the transposed Ds element and the lox site in the 
original construct are in the same chromosome arm and in direct orientation, the DNA 
sequence between the two lox sites can be deleted by cxdlox recombination. 
Previously we have shown that chromosome rearrangements could be generated from 
the P1-W'9D9A allele via non-linear transposition (ZHANG and PETERSON, 1999) (Figure 1). 
P1-W-9D9A carries an intact Ac element and a terminally deleted Ac element. Ac transposase 
can excise the y fAc terminus and the 5'Ac terminus on two sister chromatids and thereby 
generate a non-linear transposon composed of the two half-arms of the chromosome 1. The 
two chromatid ends flanking Ha&AdfAc ends joined together to form a chromatid bridge. The 
reintegration of the excised transposon ends into the chromatid bridge generates a reciprocal 
deletion and inverted duplication. In this paper, we present the molecular characterization of 
10 interstitial deletions derived from P1-W-9D9A by the NLT mechanism. As the NLT model 
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predicted, all the deletions start at the^c insertion site in P1-W-9D9A, and end at various 
sites in the proximal region flanking the PI locus. The largest deletion is > 4.6 cM. These 
results demonstrate the utility of the NLT mechanism for production of deletions in plants. 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Mutation screening: To recover chromosome rearrangements, we screened 1,500 ears 
derived from the progenitor allele P1-W-9D9A, for mutiple-kemel sectors of colorless 
pericarp or whole colorless pericarp ears because the chromosome rearrangements predicted 
by the NLT model would be expected to destroy PI gene function. 20 ears with multiple-
kernel colorless pericarp sector, 20 colorless pericarp ears and one ear containing twinned 
colorless pericarp sector were obtained from the cross Pl-w-9D9AIPl-wr with Pl-wr, r-
m3::Ds. The seeds with purple spotted aleurone from these sector or ears are planted in the 
summer nursery field or greenhouse for further analysis. 
Genomic DNA extractions, Southern blot hybridization: Total genomic DNA was 
prepared using a modified CTAB extraction protocol (POREBSKI et al, 1997). Agarose gel 
electrophoresis and Southern hybridizations were performed according to SAMBROOK et al. 
(1989), except hybridization buffers contained 250mM NaHP04, pH7.2,1% SDS, and wash 
buffers contained 20mM NaHP04, pH7.2, 1% SDS. 
PGR amplifications: PGR amplifications were performed using the following 
oligonucleotide primers: Ac3, GGAATTGG l l i l l l ACGTGGGGTTG; Ac6, 
GGAATTCTGCAACGCTTGCCCTCC; JZl, GGAATTCGCGTGGTCGTCTCAGTC. 
Reactions were heated at 94°C for 4 minutes; then cycled 35 times at 94''C for 20 seconds, 
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60°C for 30 seconds, and ITC for 1 niinute per 1 kb length of expected PGR product; then 
72°C for 10 minutes. 
RESULTS 
Identification of the NLT-generated deletion mutants: 20 ears with multiple-kernel 
colorless pericarp sector, 20 colorless pericarp ears and one ear containing twinned colorless 
pericarp sector were obtained from the cross Pl-w-9D9AIPl-wr with Pl-wr, r-m3::Ds. The 
colorless pericarp phenotype indicates that these P1-9D9A derivatives could have different 
structures from that of progenitor P1-W-9D9A allele that conditions variegated pericarp. 
However, other structural changes in the P1-W-9D9A allele could also eliminate PI gene 
expression. First, Ac is known to be able to induce intrachromosomal recombination between 
the two 5.2 kb Pi-flanking direct repeats, leading to the loss of the whole PI coding region 
and eliminates PI expression (ATHMA and PETERSON 1991). Second, transposition of Ac to an 
essential site in the PI gene could knockout PI function. 
The NLT model predicts that sequences upstream of the^c insertion site in Pl-w-
9D9A should be missing in the NLT-generated deletions. This region includes the 3.0 kb and 
1.2 kb Sail fragments that are homologous to probe 15, and the 8.6 kb SaR fragment 
containing a part of probe 10'. Southern analysis was performed to distinguish the NLT-
generated deletions from other types of mutations. Genomic DNA samples were digested with 
Sail and hybridized with probe 15. The 3 kb SaR band is missing in 10 colorless pericarp 
derivatives of P1-w-9D9A, and the intensity of the 1.2 kb band is also decreased for those 10 
mutants compared to that in P1-w-9D9A. The loss of these two fragment is expected for 
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deletions generated by the NLT mechanism. A further prediction is that the 8.6 kb Sail 
fragment detected by fragment 10' should be missing in these alleles (Figure 2A). Southern 
analysis with probe 10" confirmed that the 8.6 kb Sail fragment is missing in these 10 lines 
(data not shown). 
The NLT model also predicts that the deletion generated by the NLT mechanism should 
retain the 3' portion of the PI gene. PCR analysis was performed by using the primer-pair JZl 
and Ac3 (Figure 2A). All the 10 deletions give the predicted 300 bp PCR product, which 
suggests that the deletion retains the junction sequence between Ac 3' end and 3' of PI portion 
in P1-W-9D9A (Data not shown here). Moreover, Southern analysis with HindlH digestion 
and probe 15 shows that the deletion alleles still contains a 7 kb band as their progenitor allele 
P1-w-9D9A (Data not shown here). 
Endpoint mapping of the NLT-generated deletions: The 2.8 kb SaK fragment in the 
P2 locus (a duplication of PI) also can hybridize with the probe 10' (P. ZHANG and T. 
PETERSON, unpublished results). This fragment is retained in deletion Pl-ww-774, but is absent 
in the other 9 deletions (data not shown). Thus, the deletion in Pl-ww-774 does not reach the 
close-linked P2 locus. Southern blot and PCR analysis indicated that the endpoint of Pl-ww-
def2 lies in 3' portion of the P2 gene. To determine the relative sizes of the other deletions, 
two Pi-linked probes (pl.5B22, pJZPX) were used for genomic Southern analysis. The probe 
pl.5B22 is the DNA fragment from the endpoint of Pl-ww-12:27-3, and the probe pJZPX is 
the DNA fragment from the endpoint of Pl-ww-idl. These probes mapped at 3.5 and 4.6 cM 
proximal to PI, respectively. Genomic DNA was digested with HindlH, and hybridized with 
these two probes. For probe 1.5B22, four mutants {Pl-ww-756, Pl-ww-755, Pl-ww-760, and 
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Pl-ww-defl) have weaker signals although the DNA loading in different lanes is similar. The 
plant DNAs were heterozygous with the Pl-wr allele, and we conclude that the lower signal 
intensity means that probe 1.5B22 is deleted in these 4 alleles (Figure 3). For probe pJZPX, 
Southern analysis shows that Pl-ww-755, Pl-ww-756, Pl-ww-defl have weaker signal, so 
pJZPX is deleted in these 3 alleles. In our previous study, we demonstrated that pJZPX is 
deleted in Pl-ww-defl because this probe is cloned from the endpoint of Pl-ww-idl (the 
reciprocal inverted duplication of Pl-ww-defl) (Zhang and Peterson 1999). The deletions in 
mutants Pl-ww-755 and Pl-ww-756 extend further beyond pJZPX. 
Summarizing these data, the endpoint of Pl-ww-774 is placed between PI and P2, and 
the endpoint of Pl-ww-def2 is placed within P2. The endpoints of Pl-ww-759, Pl-ww-775, 
Pl-ww-761, Pl-ww-765 are placed between P2 and pl.5B22, and the endpoint of Pl-ww-760 
is placed between pl.5B22 and pJZPX. Pl-ww-defl has its endpoint adjacent to pJZPX, and 
Pl-ww-755 and Pl-ww-756 have their endpoints beyond pJZPX (Figure 4). 
The P2 locus is tightly linked to the PI locus: Although P2 is 95% homologous to 
PI (P. ZHANG and T. PETERSON, unpublished results), their Southern patterns are different for 
specific probes, we can identify P2 specific bands only in non-PZ-wr allele in Southern 
analysis. Numerous crosses between Pl-wr and non-Pl-wr alleles, subsequent selfing, and 
Southern analysis shows that the P2 gene always segregates with the non-Pl-wr alleles (S. 
C H O P R A ,  P .  A T H M A ,  and  T .  P E T E R S O N ,  unpub l i shed  resu l t s ) .  Thus ,  P2 i s  t igh t ly  l inked  to  PI .  
Analysis of the NLT-generated deletions verified that. Among 10 NLT-generated deletions, 
only one retains the intact P2 sequence, and one retains partial P2 sequence, while the others 
lost the P2 sequence completely. The closest marker proximal to PI is pl.5B22 that is 3.5 cM 
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from PL From our mapping results, P2 is placed between PI and pl.5B22, so the distance 
between PI and P2 is less than 3.5 cM. 
The relative orientation of the P2 locus to the centromere: Previously, we have 
shown the transcriptional orientation of the PI gene relative to the centromere is following: 3' 
PI 5', centromere (ZHANG and PETERSON 1999). The Pl-ww-def2 allele has a deletion of the 5' 
portion of the PI gene, the 3' portion of the P2 gene, and the intervening sequences. Thus, 
the P2 gene has the same orientation as that of the PI gene, and it is located between PI and 
centromere in the following arrangement: 3' PI 5', 3' P2 5', centromere (Figure 5). 
Zygotic lethal phenotype of NLT-generated deletions: Although the Pl-ww-defl 
allele is transmitted normally through both pollen and egg, we were unable to recover plants 
homozygous for this allele among 60 progenies from the self pollination of a Pl-ww-defl/PI 
-wr plant. There is a negligible probability (3.19x10'^) that we did not recover a homozygous 
plant from a planting of this size. The self-pollinated Pl-ww-defl/Pl-wr ears show some 
empty space and irregular row which is typical of 25% semisterility. This suggests that the 
Pl-ww-defl deletion has removed a gene essential for viability of the zygote. Among the 
mutants analyzed here, all four deletions {Pl-ww-defl, 760, 755, 756) which remove pl.5B22 
are homozygous inviable, and one of the mutants whose deletion endpoint lies between P2 
and pl.5B22 {Pl-ww-765) is also homozygous inviable. These results are consistent with the 
placement of a sporophyte-essential gene in the interval between P2 and pl.5B22. This also 
suggests that among the four deletions in the P2-pl.5B22 interval, the deletion in Pl-ww-765 
should be larger than that in Pl-ww-759, 761, and 775. Interestingly, EMERSON (1939) 
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identified a zygotic lethal mutation {z l l )  which mapped to 1.2 cM proximal to PL The zll 
mutant stock has apparently been lost. 
DISCUSSION 
NLT generates more deletions than inverted duplication: The NLT model predicts 
that equal numbers of inverted duplications and deletions should be found. From the -1500 
ears screened {Pl-w-9D9A/Pl-wr cross to Pl-wr, r-m3::Ds), 10 NLT-generated deletions 
and 6 NLT-generated inverted duplications were recovered. The deletion firequency seems 
higher than the duplication frequency, which is surprising considering the potential that large 
deletions may not be heritable due to loss of essential gene(s). However, these results are 
consistent with a modification of the NLT model which takes into account the fact that 
transposition occurs during, or shortly after, DNA replication (Figure 6). In the NLT model 
showed in Figure 1, the chromatids are depicted as fully replicated. However, if transposition 
occurs before replication is complete, then the target site could be located in an unreplicated 
region. If the excised transposon ends insert into a unreplicated site in the chromatid bridge, 
the product containing the duplication will be located on an acentric chromatid fragment 
which will be lost in the subsequent cell division. In contrast, the chromatid containing the 
deletion will always contain a centromere and hence can be recovered if genetically viable 
(Figure 6). Thus, the relative frequencies at which deletions and duplications are recovered 
will depend to some extent on the timing of replication of the donor Ac sequence. The 
genetic analyses of GREENBLATT and BRINK (1962) support two important conclusions 
regarding transposition of Ac from the Pl-w allele. First, Ac tends to transpose more 
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frequently to sites near the PI locus. Second, Ac inserts more frequently into unreplicated 
sites, than into sites that are already replicated. These two conclusions are consistent with the 
idea that the Pl-w allele usually replicates earlier than the flanking chromosomal regions. 
Similarly, the non-linear transposition of Ac/fAc termini in the P1-W-9D9A allele may also 
result in preferential insertion into nearby unreplicated sites, thereby leading to a higher 
frequency of deletions than duplications, as discussed above. 
Most of the NLT-generated deletions or inverted duplications are derived from 
the untwinned sectors: According to the NLT model, inverted duplications result from 
transposon reinsertion into a replicated site in the chromatid bridge; this should generate a 
corresponding deletion for each duplication allele. We identified 6 inverted duplications, but 
only one case did we detect the corresponding deletion. This reciprocal deletion and inverted 
duplication were derived from a twmned sector. Both components of the twinned sector had 
colorless pericarp, but this twins were recognizable based on difference in the Ac-induced Ds 
excision fi-om the R locus which give purple aleurone sectors. 
The deletion twin produced large aleurone sectors typical of a single dose of Ac, 
whereas the duplication twin produced much smaller aleurone spots which are a hallmark; of 
the Ac negative dosage effect. Thus, these twinned sectors were recognizable only on the 
basis of difference in the Ac-activity. For those genetic twinned sectors that condition the 
same pericarp and aleurone phenotypes, it would be difficult to distinguish the twins. This 
probably is the case for most twinned sectors, because both deletion and inverted duplication 
give rise to the colorless pericarp, and contains a single active Ac in their genomes. Also, 
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recovery of duplication would be favored because very large deletions would remove essential 
gene(s) and are gametophyte lethal 
PI genetic neighborhood: The probe npi286 is tightly linked to the PI locus, but its 
proximal/distal relationship to the PI locus is uncertain (NEUFFER ef a/. 1997). Southern 
analysis shows that npi286 is not removed by even the largest deletion (>4.6 cM); thus, it is 
most likely that npi286 is located in the distal side of PI (Figure 7). Likewise, the dekl locus 
was mapped 1.0 cM proximal to PI (NEUFFERef al. 1997), but none of our deletions affected 
dekl function as assessed by crosses to dekl/Dekl heterozygote. Thus, it is probable that the 
dekl locus is located distal to PL This prediction is not unreasonable because original 
mapping data for dekl and PI was only from the two-point test cross and were not conclusive 
regarding the relative positions of PI and dekl (E. H. COE, personal conununication). 
Silk Browning and silk maysin: Silk browning and maysin are quantitative traits. 
Previous reports shows the PI region contribute -57% of the total genetic variability for sUk 
maysin level (BYRNE et al. 1996, LEE et al. 1998, MCMULLEN et al. 1998). The Pl-rr allele 
clearly contributes to silk browning and silk maysin level, because a mutation of PI (e.g., the 
Pl-ww-1112 allele in which the whole PI coding region is deleted), specifies much weaker 
silk browning and much lower silk maysin levels compared to the Pl-rr allele. The residual 
silk browning and silk maysin level in the PI -ww-1112 allele must result from other factor(s). 
the Pl-ww-774 has a deletion which ends somewhere between PI and P2, and it shows silk 
browning and maysin levels similar to that of Pl-mv-1112. In contrast, the Pl-ww-def2 allele 
has a deletion which extends into the 3' portion of the P2 gene. Interestingly, the Pl-ww-def2 
allele has no silk browning and negligible silk maysin levels. The P2 gene is expressed in silk, 
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and it encodes a protein that is 95% homologous to the -encoded protein. These results 
indicate that the PI and P2 genes are essential co-regulators of raaysin biosynthesis. (BYRNE 
etal. 1996). 
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HGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Non-linear transposition model. The two lines indicate sister chromatids joined at 
the centromere (oval). The cyan, purple, and green lines indicate the 5' portion of the PI gene 
and its associated upstream sequence. Red lines with arrow(s) indicate Ac or fAc, and the 
open and filled arrows indicate the 3' and 5' ends, respectively, oiAc/fAc. The short black line 
between Ac and fAc in P1-W-9D9A indicates a 112 bp rearranged PI sequence (rP) (not to 
scale). A. DNA replication creates sister chromatids. Ac transposase (small ovals) binds to 
the 5' terminus of Ac in one sister chromatid and the 3' terminus of fAc in the other sister 
chromatid. B. Cuts are made at the Ac and^c termini to release the non-linear transposon. 
The two non-transposon ends join together to form a chromatid bridge. C, D, and E. 
Reintegration of the non-linear transposon into target sites 1 or 2 or 3 will generate nested 
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deletions. All the deletions start at th^fAc or Ac insertion site in P1-W-9D9A, and end at 
various sites on the centromere-proximal side of the PI gene. The size of each deletion is 
determined by the target site where the transposon end inserts. Insertion of the non-linear 
transposon at target site 1 generates the largest deletion; Insertion of the non-linear 
transposon at the target site 2 generates medium deletion; while Insertion of the non-linear 
transposon at the target site 3 generates smallest deletion. 
Figure 2. Southern Analysis of the P1-W-9D9A derivatives with probe 15. A: Restriction map 
of P1-W-9D9A. The backbone is Pl-rr, the solid boxes indicate exons, the numbered open 
boxes indicate hybridization probes, and hatched boxes indicate sequences homologous to 
probe 15. The short black arrows indicate the orientation and the approximate position of 
primers used in PGR analysis. S = Sail, S* = methylated SaR site, H = HindlD.. Insertion of 
fractured Ac (fAc, smallest triangle), rP (small gray rectangle), and Ac (medium triangle) 
within intron 2 of Pl-rr gives rise to P1-W-9D9A. The 5' and 3' ends of AclfAc are indicated 
in the map. The arrows indicate the approximate position and the orientation of the primers 
used in PGR analysis. B. Genomic DNA was digested with SaU. and hybridized with probe 15. 
The 12.6 kb and 1 kb bands are derived from the Pl-wr allele (GHOPRAC? al. 1996; GHOPRAEF 
al. 1998), and the 1 kb band is a single copy sequence used as internal control for DNA 
loading. See Figure 2A for the location of the 3.0 and 1.2 kb SaU bands in the PI locus. 
Lane 1. Pl-wr, 2. Pl-rr, 3. Pl-ww-1112, 4. Pl-ww-755,5. Pl-ww-756, 6. Pl-ww-758,1. Pl-
ww-759, 8. Pl-ww-760,9. Pl-ww-761,10. Pl-ww-765,11. Pl-ww-768, 12. Pl-ww-769,13. 
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Pl-ww-770, 14. Pl-ww-771, 15. Pl-ww-772, 16. Pl-ww-773, 17. Pl-ww-774, 18. Pl-ww-
775, 19. Pl-ww-def2, 20. Pl-ww-defl. 
Figure 3. Southern analysis of the NLT-generated deletions with P7-linked probes. A: 
Genomic DNA is digested withHindJll and hybridized with pl.5B22 that is 3.5 cM proximal 
to PI. B: Genomic DNA is digested with HindlU and hybridized with pJZPX that is 4.6 cM 
proximal to PI. Lane 1 Pl-ww-773, 2 Pl-ww-739, 3 Pl-ww-660, 4 Pl-ww-772, 5 Pl-ww-
765, 6 Pl-ww-771, 7 Pl-ww-758, 8 Pl-ww-775, 9 Pl-ww-755, 10 Pl-ww-756, 11 Pl-ww-
761, 12 Pl-ww-796, 13 Pl-ww-666, 14 Pl-ww-774, 15 Pl-ww-1084. 
Note: The two Pi-linked probes are single copy sequence. The DNA loading in different lanes 
is approximal equal. A weaker signal in a lane indicates deletion of the sequence 
corresponding to this probe. The residual signal is derived from the homologous chromosome 
in these heterozygous plants. A more intense signal in a lane indication duplication of the 
corresponding region. 
Figure 4. Endpoint mapping of the NLT-generated deletions. The black boxes indicates the 
relative position of the probes. The endpoints of the deletions are located in the indicated 
region, and the dashed line inside the parenthesis means the endpoint is not certain. 
Figure 5. The relative P2 orientation to PI and the centromere. The solid boxes are the PI 
and P2 gene. The small circle is the centromere. The structure of the PI-W-9D9A is shown in 
the upper portion, while the structure of the Pl-ww-def2 allele is shown in the lower portion 
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Figure 6. The modified NLT model. The small circles are centromere. The other symbols have 
the same meaning as those in Figure 1. A: Only a part of the chromosome, including the Pl-
W-9D9A allele, is replicated. B: Excision of the non-linear transposon and formation of the 
chromatid bridge. The target site for the non-linear transposon integration is located in the 
unreplicated region. C: The green end of the target site joins to the Ac 5' end, while the black 
end of the target site joins to the^c 3' end. D: Further DNA replication will generate an 
intact deletion-carrying chromosome (with two telomere and a centromere) and a acentric 
chromosome fragment. The acentric chromosomal fragment will eventually be lost due to lack 
of the centromere. 
Figure 7. Mapping the relative position of the probe npi286 to the PI locus. Genomic DNA 
was digested with HindlU and hybridized with npi286. The signal in each lane is very similar, 
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Transposable elements have long been considered a potential force in driving genome 
evolution due to their ability to induce large-scale chromosomal rearrangements such as 
deletions, duplications, inversions, and reciprocal translocations (MCCLINTOCK 1953a, 1953b, 
1978). The study of the molecular mechanism underlying these rearrangements did not begin 
until the early 1980s. Some of the first studies were focused on the maize sh-m5933 allele 
isolated by MCCLINTOCK, but only partial structure was resolved because of the complexity and 
large-scale nature of the rearrangements (BURR and BURR 1982, COURAGE-TEBBE E? al 1983). 
Two models had been proposed to explain the generation of the sh-m5933 allele, but neither 
of them can be tested easily (DORING and STARLINGER 1984, FEDOROFF 1989). 
Study of chromosome breakage led to the discovery of transposable elements. Although 
I>5-induced chromosome breakage occurs during the whole life cycle of maize, broken 
chromosome are usually not passed to the next generation because chromosome breakage 
leads to large-scale deletion and loss of essential telomeres or centromeres. Therefore, Ds 
-induced chromosome breakage can be analyzed only in the somatic development stage. Using 
PGR and DNA sequencing (technologies available only in the middle of 1980s), ENGLISH et al. 
(1993) and WEE, and WESSLER (1993) found that £)5-induced chromosome breakage probably 
results from aberrant transposition events involving Ds ends on sister chromatids. They 
proposed that the aberrant transposition event creates a chromatid bridge, and the bridge 
breaks in the subsequent mitotic division (the observed chromosome breakage). 
The aberrant transposition model predicts that Z)5-induced chromosome breakage and 
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induced chromosome rearrangements (deletion and reciprocal inverted duplication) are 
two different outcomes of the aberrant transposition. If the deletion and the reciprocal 
inverted duplication were recovered from a single aberrant transposition event, both target site 
duplication and footprint resulting from that transposition event could be identified. ENGLISH et 
al. (1995) identified deletions and duplications presumably generated by aberrant transposition 
events. They did not identify the characteristic target site duplication because these deletions 
and duplications resulted from independent transposition events. 
By analyzing the Pl-ww-12:27-3 allele with complex chromosome rearrangement, we 
found this PI allele could be generated by a transposition event involving Ac ends on sister 
chromatids. A model was proposed to explain the chromosome rearrangement which occurred 
in Pl-ww-12:27-3. This model is very similar to models for Z)s-induced chromosome breakage 
proposed by ENGLISH ef al. (1993) and WEIL and WESSLER (1993). In our model, we refer to 
the transposition event involving Ac termini on sister chromatids as non-linear transposition 
rather than aberrant transposition, because this kind of transposition is normal from the 
biochemical point of view. We identified both the characteristic footprint and target site 
duplication resulting from a single non-linear transposition event. Because non-linear 
transposition can cause large-scale chromosomal rearrangements, it might have been 
contributing to the evolution of genome. 
With some modification, the non-linear transposition model can explain the mysterious 
structural changes that occurred in generation of the sh-m5933 allele (Figure 1). The basic 
difference between the original NLT model and the modified NLT model is that the target site 
in the modified model is located in the unreplicated sh locus instead of the replicated region. 
Figure 1. The modified NLT model. The small filled black and purple boxes indicate the 
telomeres of the short arm and long arm of the maize chromosome 9, respectively. The small 
black circles indicate the centromere. The red arrows are Ds elements, and the filled and 
open arrowheads indicate the Ds 5' and 3' ends, respectively. The hatched 2zzz> shapes 
indicate the sh sequences, and the vertical green line in the progenitor allele is the 8 bp 
sequence in the intron 7 of the sh locus. A. The DNA sequence at both sides of the sh locus 
are replicated, but the sh locus is still not replicated. The blue line is the DNA fragment 
between the double Ds and the sh locus. B. Ac transposase (small oval) recognizes ^.Ds 5' 
end on one sister chromatid and a 3' Ds end on the other sister chromatid as substrates. Cuts 
are made at these sites, so the non-linear transposon excises. C: The excised transposon 
inserts at the target site (the vertical green line) located in the sh locus. D. Further DNA 
replication generates a normal chromosome carrying a double Ds and deletion, a 
chromosome lack one telomere, and an acentric chrorasomal firagment carrying inverted 
duplication. E. The free ends of two monotelomeric firagments fuse to form the sh-m5933 
allele. The X indicates the position of the footprint created by transposition, and the vertical 
green lines are the target site duplication. The black line between the double Ds and the "one 
and a half' Ds in sh-m5933 is the 30 kb insertion sequence. The thick black lines in this 
region are inverted duplications, an additional copy of this sequence is located in the far 
distal region. 
Note: The map is not to scale, lines which are shorter in the sh-m5933 allele than in the 
progenitor allele does not indicate a deletion; only the absence of a specific colored line 
indicates a deletion. 
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After reintegration, the non-linear transposon termini and some of their flanking sequences 
can replicate one more time in the same cell cycle by utilising the replication origin of the sh 
locus. This additional round of DNA replication does not contradict the DNA replication 
license model because it does not require reinitiating an already replicated replication origin 
(SmLMAN 1996, Sue? al. 1995). Completion of DNA replication will generate three 
molecules: a chromosome carrying deletion and a double Ds element, a chromosome with 
only one telomere, and an acentric chromosomal fragment carrying the inverted duplication. 
The free ends of the monotelomeric chromosome and the acentric chromosomal fragment may 
join together to restore the normal chromosome structure (one centromere and two 
telomeres). Fusion of the two molecules generate the complex rearrangements found in the 
sh-m5933 allele. If the free ends do not fuse, both molecules will probably be lost because of 
large deletion or lack of centromere. 
The sh-m5933 structure predicted by the modified NLT model is the same as that of the 
partially solved sh-m5933 structure, except that the modified NLT model predicts the 
existence of an additional half Ds located between the large inverted duplication (the sequence 
between the Double Ds and the sh locus in the sh-m5933 progenitor allele). The half Ds 
element may be there, but it is far from the sh sequence, so it was not cloned by the earlier 
researchers. The target site duplications were found in the exact positions as the modified 
NLT model predicted. The footprint should be at the junction of the non-terminus end of the 
half Ds and one of the large inverted duplication. Because of the same reason that the half Ds 
element was not cloned, the footprint has not been resolved yet. 
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The research presented in Chapter 3 shows that non-linear transposition is an efficient 
way to generate large-scale nested deletions. We obtained 10 NLT-generated large-scale 
deletions from 1500 ears screened. All the 10 alleles are derived from large multiple-kernel 
colorless sectors (more than 8 kernels). If the smaller colorless sector were screened, we 
would probably obtain more NLT-generated deletions from the 1500 ear population. 
Non-linear transposition probably also occurred at other loci in the maize genome. By 
crossing C, ds, shl (homozygous for each allele) to I, Ds, Sh, Bz, Ac (I, Ds, Sh, Bz, are on the 
short arm of chromosome 9, they are homozygous, but AC is hemizygous), MCCLINTOCK 
isolated many sh mutants in the F1 generation, and most of the sh mutants could not revert to 
the wUdtype phenotype (1952,1953c). These new sh mutants could have occurred by Ac or 
Ds insertion into the Sh locus. However, some of the sh mutants were also bz mutant (1953c). 
it is very possible that these double mutants was caused by a NLT-induced deletion, because 
the double Ds element distal to both sh and te is in the right configuration to cause non-linear 
transposition. 
The NLT events we analyzed were observed in the maize PI locus; however, using 
plant transformation technology, a transgene construct containing th& Ac/fAc configuration as 
in the P1-w-9D9A allele could be integrated anywhere in the genomes of a variety of plants. 
Therefore, deletions covering the whole genome could be generated. This would enable 
deletion mapping of the entire plant genome, following BENZER'S classic approach (1961, 
1962). The deletion can also be used to screen mutations, and the interstitial deletions would 
also be useful for screening mutations, and would facilitate gene cloning. 
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